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1. Overview of FT Manager 
 

1. Basic Logic of FT Manager Platform Management  

 

(1) Separated subscriber management 

First of all, the FT Manager platform provides operators with the means for separate 

subscriber management. 

As the main subscriber, the operator can create sub-subscribers for subordinate customers 

(fleets or sub-distributors) in its own FT Manager page to achieve the effect of completely 

separating a sub-subscriber's information from another’s, that is to say, a different subscriber 

will have a brand new FT Manager platform page with identical function interfaces. The 

complete information separation between subordinate customers helps the operator with 

subscriber-specific separated management, statistics, and charging by using the differentiated 

platform management capacity (e.g., storage and traffic) provided by the operator. 

"Subscriber" is an identity to separate the platform, and "User" is an account to log in to the 

Subscriber’s page. The same subscriber will automatically assign a "user" as its superuser at 

the beginning of creation. This superuser is the login account of this subscriber’s platform. 

All functions of the original subscriber management platform will be granted when the 

subscriber is created. Therefore, you can regard this superuser as the super administrator of its 

subscriber's platform. In the later stage, more than one user account for login can be added or 

deleted from this subscriber's platform page. 

An operator can create different sub-subscribers on its own main subscriber's platform page. 

It can use the created sub-subscriber’s superuser account to go to the sub-subscriber’s FT 

Manager platform page. This also provides its customers with data and function management 

of FT Manager and FT Vision.  

Note: Since the FT Manager platforms of sub-subscribers are separate from each other, 

operations on this subscriber page are done within this subscriber. If the user account created, 

added, or deleted by a superuser is specific to this subscriber’s platform page only, the 

superuser of this subscriber cannot create the user accounts of subscribers or sub-subscribes at 

the same level.  

 

Here is the process for an operator to create sub-subscribers:  
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1) If the operator's subordinate customers are fleets, the operator can directly create sub-

subscribers for different fleet customers, and complete general settings, strategy 

settings, and permission settings on the FT Manager pages of its sub-subscribers to 

meet the different needs of each fleet customer for the FT Vision platform. 

 

2) If the operator's subordinate customers are distributors, sub-subscribers will be created 

for distributors respectively. Distributors can also follow the logic of process 1 to 

create sub-subscribers for fleets while managing their fleets.  

 

(2) Operator’s overall operation process  

Here is the operation process that an operator can execute through a superuser after 

entering the FT Manager platform of the sub-subscriber of a fleet customer: 

The FT Manager platform provides the implementation of two main operational scenarios: 

(1) Customize the permissions and enable functions according to the requirements of a fleet to 

facilitate the basic operations of the fleet on the FT platform. 

 

Each step is detailed below:  

i. Create an account for the fleet: An operator can, through a superuser, create multiple users 

on this sub-subscriber's platform according to the requirements of the fleet customer. The user 

is the account for the fleet to log in to the platform. Unauthorized users only have login 

permission.  

  

ii. Customize functions for the fleet: After creating a user, assign a role to get menus, 

operational permissions, and data authorization. Then, the fleet as the user can log in to the 

platform for operation.  

 

iii. Customize strategies for the fleet: The operator can adjust, for the fleet, the standards for 

use of basic data, alarm level, and evidence return according to the requirements of the fleet. 
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(2) The operator can realize data operation and brand management through FT Manager. This 

can help the fleet maintain and update the data and customize its brands on the platform.  

 

  

2. Overview of Platform Composition  

The brand new 3.0 version of FT Manager provides functions as follows: 

(1) Customize the theme, and create a customizable brand platform for operators. 

(2) A logical FT Vision management system is used for account management and role 

authorization management respectively to realize management with accounts separated from 

permissions. 

(3) Customize the FT Vision strategy, and establish a set of custom functions satisfying the 

demand for fleet differentiation, such as alarm mechanism, evidence return mechanism, and 

map setting at different levels. 

(4) Direct access to the maintenance platform for remote upgrade and update. 

FT Manager consists of seven modules. First, you can quickly understand these modules 

through the following table. 

Module Function 

Basic data  For information management of fleets, vehicles, and drivers; 

creation and authorization of users and roles 

Role management For role information addition and modification 

Role authorization For authorizing role to the user 

Data authorization  For authorizing data to the user 

Strategy center For basic data setting, alarm level setting, and evidence return 

setting 

User strategy For creating the basic data applicable to FT Vision, such as time 

zone and unit of measurement 

Alarm level strategy For creating alarm levels applicable to FT Vision  

Evidence return 

strategy 

For setting standards for evidence return applicable to FT Vision 

Cloud Storage 

Management 

For data cache cleaning 

Storage Management 

Task 

For cleaning task list display 

Storage Management 

Setting 

For filtering and sorting evidence videos and captured alarm 

evidence 

System settings For theme, map, and email setting 
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Theme setting For font color setting 

Map setting For setting maps applicable to the platform 

Email setting For setting email boxes for the platform to send emails 

Subscriber center For viewing the information of subscribers and customizing 

the exclusive LOGOs of operators 

Subscriber details For viewing the information of subscribers 

Application 

information 

For customizing the Logo of FT manager 

Operation and 

maintenance,FT 

vision 

For providing fleets with other technical supports 

The seven modules are Basic Data, Strategy Center, Cloud Storage Management, System 

Settings, Subscriber Center, Operation and Maintenance, and FTvision. You can click the 

lower-left triangle to display or hide the main menu. Next, we will give you a detailed 

illustration of each module. 

 

 

 

2. Description of Function Modules of FT Manager 
 

2.1 Basic Data 
With the background of FT Vision, you can maintain basic data in this module to quickly 

operate the entire database. 

The Basic Data module is for the management of FT platform users and FT permissions and 

roles. It involves two [management modules]: User Management and Role Management, and 

two [authorization modules]: Role Authorization and Data Authorization. 
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1 

 

※ Users, Roles and Data Sorting 

Before the detailed introduction of user management, role management, role authorization, 

and data authorization modules, now we comb out the concepts about users, roles and data to 

help you better understand the overall logic of the basic data module. 

  

The new user created is granted only the login permission. This is the main function of the 

User Management module. The data includes information about the fleets, vehicles, and 

drivers. As a role can be a DIY identity, you can assign more than one menu or operation 

permission to such a role, which is the function of the Role Management module. Assigning 

data and role to a new user is the function of the last two modules, i.e., Data Authorization 

and Role Authorization. The new user that is accordingly granted new permissions becomes a 

user with data and role. At this time, this role has not only the login permission, but also the 

permission to view data and menus and operate pages. 

An operator or fleet often needs several administrators for background management. With due 

consideration to the differentiated responsibilities of different fleet administrators, multiple 
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user accounts can be created on the FT Manager interface to meet the need for multi-user 

login, and different roles can be assigned to users to meet the need for differentiated 

responsibilities of administrators. 

2.1.1 User management 

The User Management module is a page for creating users. Through this module, you can 

directly provide yourself and your fleet with multiple login accounts of the FT platform on 

our FT Manager platform, that is, give the login permission, thus meeting the need for login 

with one account for one user or multiple accounts for one user.  

You can create, delete, edit, and view user information in the User Management module.  

 

1. Search user information 

(1) Search by complete username or part of it to find the user you desire. Also, you can filter 

the account status to view the list of disabled and enabled users. 

(2) Note: Search conditions are not case-sensitive. 

2. Add user 

(1) Click "Add" in the interface. Then, the interface showing user information list will appear. 

You can edit the username, email address, password, contact information, and remarks. The 

new role information can be created by clicking "Save". 
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(2) Note: The password shall contain uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers, and 

special symbols. 

3. Modify user information 

(1) You can edit the user's information by clicking the edit button  in the user list. 

(2) The modifiable information is the same as the information entered when creating a user 

except for the username. Click "Save" to update the user 

information. 

4. View user information 

(1) User details: Click a user in the user list. 

(2) Disable user: Click "Disable" at the top right of the User Information page. 

 

(3) There are three types of information lists on the user details page: User information, Role 

permission, and Data permission.  

You can view and edit the username, status, name, email address, contact information, creator, 

creation date, and description on the User information page. 

 

You can view the current roles of the user on the Role permission page. Different roles have 

different account permissions, role passwords, and role types. The view and setting of role 

permissions are described in section 2.1.2. 
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Role authorization: Click "Role authorization" and "Add" to pop up the existing role option 

window. The left side is the role existing on the platform, and the right side is the selected 

role. Tick off the role and click > to move it into the selection box "Selected roles" on the 

right side (if you need to cancel the selected role, tick off the role in the right box "Selected 

roles" and click < to remove it). Click "OK", then click "Submit". If you want to give up the 

authorization, click "Return".  
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You can view the current data permissions of the user on the Data authorization page. Data 

permissions are classified into two types: fleet and vehicle. 

 

(1) Fleet data assignment: Click "Fleet" first and then click "Add" on the left. Select the fleet 

information to be assigned in the pop-up window, and choose whether or not to include the 

sub-fleet information of the fleet as shown below. Click "OK". After authorization, you can 

see the newly-added fleet in the permissions list, or change the fleet status and remove the 

fleet from the list. 

 

Fleet removal: Click "Add excluded fleets" on the right. The operation method is the same as 

above. This function can save your operating time when you want to exclude a few fleets. 
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(2) Vehicle data assignment: Click "Vehicle" first and then click "Add". Select the vehicle 

information you want to assign in the left selection box on the pop-up window, and move it 

right. Now, the right selection box shows the authorized vehicle information. Click "OK". 

After authorization, authorized vehicles will be shown together in the left selection box. The 

operation method for the selection of excluded vehicle information is the same as above. 

 

Note: Role Authorization and Data Authorization in User Management are to authorize a 

single user. For batch authorization, see section 2.1.3 and section 2.1.4. 

5. Remove user 

(1) Single removal: Change the user status to Disable. You can click the garbage can button 

 on the right side to remove it. 

(2) Batch removal: Select multiple users and click Delete. 
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(3) Note: The user can be removed only when it is disabled. Therefore, you need to adjust the 

user status to Disable before removing it. User status can be changed individually or in 

batches. 

 

6. Set user list information 

You can check the items in the "Column Setting" on the top right of the user list to select the 

information items to be reviewed. 

By default, select all (including Username, Status, Email address, Contact information, 

Created by, Created at, Modified by, Modified at, and Operation). You cannot deselect 

Username and Operation. 
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2.1.2 Role management 

On the role creation page of the Role Management module, you can create personalized roles 

and customize permissions for different roles, thus meeting the personalized needs of 

different fleets. This helps you define different permission requirements on the same platform. 

You can create, delete, edit, and view role information in the Role Management module. 

 

1. Search role information 

(1) Precise search: Enter role code or role name.  

(2) Fuzzy search: Enter part of role code or role name. 

(3) Status filtering: Select Disable or Enable to filter the role list. 

(4) Note: Search conditions are not case-sensitive. 

2. Add role 

(1) Procedure: Click "Add" to pop up the user information list interface, and edit the role 

name, role code, and role description. Click "Save" and "Next". Then, select the menu 

permission to grant. Click "Save" and "Next". Then, select the page permission to grant and 

save. Now, the role is successfully added. Click "Previous" to return to the previous step. 
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(2) Note: Role type cannot be edited. 

In the user information list interface, click the icon on the right side of the role name to edit 

four language names (i.e., English, Chinese, Spanish, and Portuguese). 

Menu permission: After the role is assigned to the user, it is authorized to browse the 

specified menu permission module and permission items. 

Page permission: Permission items shown on the appropriate authorized operation page after 

the role is assigned to the user. 

List of Menu Permissions 

FT Manager 

Permission 

Module 

Permission Jump to 

Basic Data Fleet 

Management 
Fleet Management-@ft:@menu:basedata.group.manage 

Basic Data Vehicle 

Management 

Vehicle Management-@ft:@menu:basedata.vehicle.manage 

Basic Data Driver 

Management 

Driver Management-@ft:@menu:basedata.driver.manage 

Basic Data User 

management 
User management-

@ft:@menu:basedata.user.manage 
Basic Data Role 

Management 
Role Management-

@ft:@menu:basedata.permission.role.manage 
Basic Data Role 

Authorization 
Role Authorization-
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@ft:@menu:basedata.permission.role.authorize 
Basic Data Data 

Authorization 
Data Authorization-

@ft:@menu:basedata.permission.data.authorize 
Strategy 

Center 

User strategy 
User strategy-@ft:@menu:policy.center.user 

Strategy 

Center 

Alarm level 

strategy 
Alarm level strategy-

@ft:@menu:alarm.level.strategy 
Strategy 

Center 

Evidence return 

strategy 
Evidence return strategy-

@ft:@menu:strategy.evidence 

 
Cloud 

Storage 

Management 

Storage 

Management 

Setting 

Storage Management Setting-

@ft:@menu:data.clear.setting 
 

Cloud 

Storage 

Management 

Storage 

Management 

Setting 

Storage Management Task-

@ft:@menu:data.clear.task 
 

System 

settings 

Theme setting 
Theme setting-@ft:@menu:theme.setting 
 

System 

settings 

Map setting Map setting-@ft:@menu:map.setting 

System 

settings 

Email setting Email setting-@ft:@menu:email.setting 

Subscriber 

Center 

Subscriber 

details 
Subscriber details-@ft:@menu:tanant.detail 
 

Subscriber 

Center 

Application 

information 
Application information-

@ft:@menu:tanant.application.info 
Operation 

and 

maintenance 

 /devops/login 

FTVision  /ftv/vehicle-monitor 

 

FTVision 

Permission 

Module 

Permission Jump to 

Fleet 

Tracking 
Map 

Map-@ftv:@menu:group.manage.vehicle.monitor 

Fleet 

Tracking 
Track analysis 

Track analysis-@ftv:@menu:fleet.analyse 

Fleet 

Tracking 
Video Library 

Video Library-@ftv:@menu:video.service.library 

AI Safety 

Center 
Safety Event List Safety Event List-@ftv:@menu:security.report 

AI Safety 

Center 
Safety analysis Safety analysis-@ftv:@menu:security.analyse 

AI Safety 

Center 
Export task Export task-@ftv:@menu:task.report 
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3. Modify role information 

(1) Simple information editing: Click the edit button  to modify the role name and role 

description. 

(2) Role copying and creation: Click the copy button  to go to the created role page. After 

modifying the username and password, follow the prompts to create a new role with the same 

functions as this one. You can also make minor changes to its function settings as required. 

 

(3) Note: Password cannot be changed in simple editing. 

4. View role 

(1) Role details: Click a role in the role list. 

(2) Disable role: Click "Disable" on the top right corner of the Role information page. 

(3) There are four types of information lists on the role details page: Role information, 

Menu permission, Page permission, and Authorized users. 

 

On the Role information page, you can view the role name, role code, role type, role status, 

creator, creation time, and role description. 

 

On the Menu permission page, you can view the current menu permissions of the user on the 

menu permission page, and click "Edit" to add or delete the permission. After editing, click 

"Save" to update. 
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On the Page permission page, you can view the current page permissions of the user, and 

click "Edit" to add or delete the permission. After editing, click "Save" to update. 

 

On the Authorized users page, you can view the users with this role. You can narrow the 

search range by status filtering and user name search, and click "User authorization" to add or 

remove users. 

 

Note: User authorization in Role Management is to authorize a single user. For batch 

authorization, see section 2.1.6. 

5. Remove role 

Change the role status to Disable. You can click the garbage can button on the right 

side to remove it. 
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Note: The role can be removed only when it is disabled. Therefore, you need to adjust the role 

status to Disable before removing it. It is only allowed to operate on a single role each time 

when changing the role status or removing users. 

6. Set role list information 

You can check the items in the "Column Setting" on the top right of the role list to select the 

information items to be reviewed. 

 

By default, select all (including Role name, Role code, Role status, Role type, Created by, 

Created at, Recently modified by, Recently modified at, and Operation). You cannot deselect 

Role name and Operation. 

2.1.3 Role authorization 

Through role authorization, you can authorize one of the roles defined by you to the user. 

User authorization can be operated in batches to meet your needs in multi-fleet management. 
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Batch/single authorization: Click "Add user", select the user in the left selection box, and 

click > to confirm and proceed to the next step. Click "Add", select the role as described 

above, and click "Submit" to complete the batch/single authorization. 

 

Note: User and role details cannot be viewed on the Role Authorization page. If you want to 

view, please go back to User Management and Role Management. 

2.1.4 Data authorization 

If you need to authorize data or information (fleet and vehicle information) to fleet(s), the 

Data Authorization module can provide you with one-click authorization. 
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Batch/single authorization: Click "Add user", select the user in the left selection box, and 

click > to confirm and proceed to the next step. Click "Add", and select the fleet or vehicle as 

described in section 2.1.4 - 4. “View user information - data authorization”. 

Note: User details cannot be viewed on the Data Authorization page. If you want to view, 

please go back to User Management. 

Fleet information authorization is independent of vehicle information authorization, which 

means the vehicle information of the fleet has to be added after the fleet information is added. 

2.2 Strategy Center 
In view of the needs of different fleets, you can provide background custom settings for the 

fleet through FT Management. Also, you can provide custom strategies for different fleet 

management policies. 

The Strategy Center module is for you to customize the strategies on the FT Vision platform. 

It consists of three [strategy modules]: User Strategy, Alarm Level Strategy, and Evidence 

Return Strategy. 

 

2.2.1 User strategy 

Depending on the difference in unit of measurement and time zone between the countries 

where fleets are located, the User Strategy module can set specific strategies suitable for 

different fleet needs. 
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You can filter, view, add, delete, and edit user strategies. 

 

1. Search strategy 

(1) Precise search: You can search by strategy name. 

(2) Fuzzy filtering: You can filter default and general strategies. 

Note: All creation strategies are general strategies. 

2. Add strategy and assign user  

(1) Click "Add" in the interface to edit the basic information of strategy (including strategy 

name, strategy priority, and description) and preference settings (user map, speed unit, time 

zone, distance unit, time format, temperature unit, and default livestreaming duration). Save 

and proceed to user authorization. Select the target user, move it to the right, and save. Now, 

the authorization succeeds. Finally, click "Save".  

 

 

(2) Note: The default livestreaming duration shall not be less than five seconds.  
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 It is only allowed to assign users to general strategies. Default strategies apply to unassigned 

users.  

 Multiple policies can be assigned to the same user. In this case, the higher-priority strategy is 

the strategy to be implemented. If the strategies have the same priority, the latest assigning 

strategy is the strategy to be implemented.  

3. Modify strategy information 

(1) Simple information editing: Click the edit button  to modify. The modifiable 

information is the same as the information entered when creating a strategy.  

(2) Advanced information editing: If you want to modify authorized users, see step 4. 

"View strategies" for details. 

4. View strategies 

(1) Strategy details: Click a strategy in the strategy list. You can realize user editing, 

removal, and authorization management on the details page. 

 

(2) Disable strategy: Click "Delete" on the top right corner of the Strategy information page.  

(3) There are two types of information lists on the strategy details page: Strategy information 

and Scope of application. 

On the Strategy information page, you can view the basic information (strategy name, 

strategy priority, and description) and preference settings (user map, user time zone, time 

format, speed unit, distance unit, temperature unit and default livestreaming duration).  

On the Scope of application page, you can view the users to whom the strategy is currently 

applicable. You can narrow the search range by status filtering and user name search, and 

click "User authorization" to add or remove users. 
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Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted.  

5. Delete strategy 

You can click the garbage can button  on the right side to remove it. 

Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted. 

6. Copy strategy  

Click the Copy button  on the right side of the target strategy to create a new strategy that 

has the same settings as the target strategy.  

Note: The name and code of the copy shall not the same as that of the original. 

7. Set strategy list information  

You can check the items in the "Column Setting" on the top right of the strategy list to select 

the information items to be reviewed. 

 

By default, select all (including Strategy name, Map, Time zone, Speed unit, Unit, 

Temperature unit, Default livestreaming duration, Strategy priority, Strategy type, Created by, 

Created at, Modified by, Modified at, and Operation). You cannot deselect Strategy Name 

and Operation. 

2.2.2 Event Prioritization Strategy 

Different fleets have different requirements for alarm levels depending on the policies of 

different countries and regions. For this consideration, the Alarm Level Strategy module is 

designed to provide the function of customizing the alarm levels. It is expected that this can 

help you provide custom alarm level strategies for your fleets.  

In this module, you can search, view, add, delete, and edit the alarm level strategy. 
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1. Search strategy 

You can search by strategy name.  

2. Add strategy and assign user 

(1) Click "Add" in the interface to edit the basic information of strategy (including strategy 

name, strategy priority, and description) and alarm settings. Select the acts in violation of 

rules or regulations in Other Risk, and click < and > on the top to adjust the risk level. Save 

and proceed to vehicle and fleet authorization. Finally, click "Save". 

 

 

Note: It is only allowed to assign fleets and vehicles to general strategies. Default strategies 

apply to unassigned fleets and vehicles.  
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 Multiple policies can be assigned to the same fleet/vehicle. In this case, the higher-priority 

strategy is the strategy to be implemented. If the strategies have the same priority, the latest 

assigning strategy is the strategy to be implemented. 

3. Modify strategy information 

(1) Simple information editing: Click the edit button  to modify. The modifiable 

information is the same as the information entered when creating a strategy. 

(2) Advanced information editing: If you want to modify authorized users, see step 4. "View 

strategies" for details. 

4. View strategies 

(1) Strategy details: Click a strategy in the strategy list. You can realize user editing, 

removal, and authorization management on the details page. 

 

(2) Disable strategy: Click "Delete" on the top right corner of the Strategy information page. 

(3) There are two types of information lists on the strategy details page:  

Strategy information and Scope of application. 

On the Strategy information page, you can view the basic information of strategy and alarm 

settings. 

On the Strategy assigning page, you can view the fleets and vehicles to which the strategy is 

currently applicable. You can click "Add" to add or delete a fleet or vehicle. 
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Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted. 

When adding a fleet in strategy assigning, you can choose to Check all under the Governing 

fleet drop-down list to select all sub-fleets of the governing fleet, and uncheck a single sub-

fleet. Also, you can click the right button Uncheck all.  

5. Delete strategy 

You can click the garbage can button  on the right side to remove it. 

Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted. 

6. Copy strategy 

Click the Copy button  on the right side of the target strategy to create a new strategy that 

has the same settings as the target strategy. 

Note: The name and code of the copy shall not the same as that of the original. 

7. Set strategy list information 

You can check the items in the "Column Setting" on the top right of the strategy list to select 

the information items to be reviewed. 
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By default, select all (including Strategy name, Strategy priority, Sharing method, High risk, 

Medium risk, Low risk, Other risk, and Operation). You cannot deselect Strategy Name and 

Operation. 

2.2.3 Event Upload Strategy 

According to the differences in business priorities, policy priorities, regional characteristics, 

and other aspects, focuses and requirements on the evidence form of different violations to be 

returned are different. At this point, you can provide customized evidence return settings for 

the fleet through the Evidence Return Strategy module, which can satisfy different 

requirements on evidence return. 

In this module, you can search, view, add, delete, and edit the evidence return policy. 

 

1. Search strategy 

You can search by strategy name. 

2. Add strategy and assign fleet and vehicle 

(1) Click "Add" in the interface to edit the basic policy information (including policy name, 

policy priorities, and policy description). Click the violations item to make specific settings of 

video recording, capture, and black box data uploading for each item to complete the 

evidence return setting. Save and proceed to vehicle and fleet authorization. Finally, click 

"Save". 
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Note: It is only allowed to assign fleets and vehicles to general strategies. Default strategies 

apply to unassigned fleets and vehicles. 

Main stream: It is used for local transmission of video, which is featured by higher definition. 

Sub stream: It is used for network transmission of video, which is more smooth. 

Channel: It refers to camera channels. Different channels mean different angles of video 

recording. 

Before/after alarm: Take the occurrence of an alarm as the time node, it refers to the video 

duration edited before or after the node. 

3. Modify strategy information 

(1) Simple information editing: Click the edit button  to modify. The modifiable 

information is the same as the information entered when creating a strategy. 

(2) Advanced information editing: If you want to modify authorized users, see step 4. "View 

strategies" for details. 

4. View strategies 

(1) Strategy details: Click a strategy in the strategy list. You can edit, delete, and authorize the 

management of fleet and vehicle on the details page. 
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(2) Disable strategy: Click "Delete" on the top right corner of the Strategy information page. 

(3) There are three types of information lists on the strategy details page: Strategy 

information, Return strategy, and Scope of application. 

On the Strategy information page, you can view the basic information of strategy. 

On the Strategy details page, you can view and modify the return evidence settings. 

 

On the Strategy assigning page, you can view the fleets and vehicles to which the strategy is 

currently applicable. You can click "Add" to add or delete a fleet or vehicle. 
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Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted. 

5. Delete strategy 

You can click the garbage can button  on the right side to remove it. 

Note: Default strategies cannot be deleted. 

6. Copy strategy 

Click the Copy button  on the right side of the target strategy to create a new strategy that 

has the same settings as the target strategy. 

Note: The name and code of the copy shall not the same as that of the original. 

7. Set strategy list information 

You can check the items in the "Column Setting" on the top right of the strategy list to select 

the information items to be reviewed. 

 

By default, select all (including Strategy name, Strategy priority, Modified at, and operation). 

You cannot deselect Strategy Name and Operation. 

2.3 Cloud Storage Management 
As the platform of FT vision, FT Manager has the data cleaning function that provides the 

option for one-key operation of background data cleaning. It integrates all data in the FT 

vision to enables filtering and sorting in a complete database. It provides you with first-hand 

data of fleets and vehicles. 

Cloud Storage Management, as the general recycle bin of FT Manager and FT Vision, is 

composed of two modules, including Storage Management Task and Storage Management 

Setting. 
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2.3.1 Storage Management Task 

You can view all data tasks in this module, including the pending, executing, succeeded, and 

failed ones. 

 

2.3.2 Storage Management Setting 

It enables cleaning in batches for a large number of failure data that may be caused by fleet, 

time limit, policy, or other factors from FT Manager. It provides you and your fleet with a 

more efficient and tidy fleet remote service platform. 

This module is mainly for filtering the fleet, data time, data source, vehicle and alarm type, 

and cleaning data meeting the conditions in batches. 

 

Note: The data source is divided into video and evidence. The videos refer to the video library 

material in FT vision, which can be cleaned by users directly in FT vision. The evidence refer 

to captures of evidence returned to FT vision, which can only be cleaned by FT Manager. 

2.4 System settings 
It provides customized platform design to meet the different aesthetic requirements and 

background technical requirements of fleets. We supplement the background customization 

from such three aspects as theme design, map support, and email address setting. 

The system is composed of three [setting modules], that is, Theme setting, Map setting, and 

Email setting. 
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2.4.1 Theme setting 

It provides three types of font colors for FT Manager: dark blue, green, and sky blue, enabling 

the pages of FT vision to meet the needs of different customers. 

Switching of colors: Click the color option and click save. When the theme color is modified, 

the color of font and choice box in FT Manager and FT vision will be changed accordingly. 

 

2.4.2 Map setting 

It provides support to three types of map: public street map, Google Map and Baidu Maps. 

 

2.4.3 Email setting 

For fleets in different regions or with different mail habits, you can set personalized mail 

addresses. 

The smtp address is the domain name server of smtp. For example, the smtp address of qq 

mailboxes should be smtp.qq.com. If you use foxmail or outbook, the smtp address will be 

automatically filled when you add such accounts. 
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Note: it supports the address and port of Google Gmail server by default. 

2.5 Subscriber Center 
The Subscriber Center module will help you log in to the FT Manager more smoothly, and 

provide you with customized services of the platform brand. It is composed of three modules, 

that is, Subscriber details, Application information, and Sub-subscriber management. 

 

2.5.1 Subscriber details 

On this page, you can view the basic information of your fleet on FT manager. This page does 

not contain operational items. For connection with any port, you can find the port information 

on this page: 

 

Note: As this page shows your information as an FT Manager user, it is recommended that 

you should cancel the authorization of this menu when setting other users, that is, the menu 

should be hidden from your fleet, to avoid leaking your port information. The authorization 

operation refers to the menu authorization operation in section 2.1.5-2 or section 2.1.5-4. 
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2.5.2 Application information 

It provides completely open brand selections. On the FT Manager platform, you can 

independently design and upload signs to brand the platform. 

The logo editing function is available: Click "Edit", enter the new name you created for the 

platform, and upload the logo and favicon to complete the platform logo design. 

 

Note: Logo refers to the brand images displayed in the upper left corner of the platform. 

Favicon is the brand icon displayed on the label page. 

 

2.5.3 subscriber management 

The Sub-subscriber management module is a unique menu on the operator interface, which 

enables operators to create sub-subscribers for their fleet customers to realize information 

separation. This helps the operators to separate management, statistics, and charges. The Sub-

subscriber management module is a page for creating sub-subscribers. 

You can create, delete, edit, and view the sub-subscriber information in the Sub-subscriber 

management module. 
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1. Search sub-subscriber information 

(1) You can find the required sub-subscriber by searching its name. You can also filter sub-

subscriber status, that is, view the normal sub-subscriber, terminated sub-subscriber, and 

expired sub-subscriber. 

(2) Note: Search conditions are not case-sensitive. 

2. Add sub-subscriber 

(1) You can enter the sub-subscriber information list by clicking "Add" in the interface, then 

you can edit the sub-subscriber name and due time, and create the superuser account of the 

sub-subscriber. 

 

(2) Note: The password shall contain uppercase letters, lowercase letters, numbers, and 

special symbols. 

3. Modify sub-subscriber information 

(1) You can edit the sub-subscriber information by clicking the edit button  in the sub-

subscriber list. 
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(2) Only the sub-subscriber name, due time, and remarks can be modified. 

4. View sub-subscriber information 

(1) Sub-subscriber details: Click a sub-subscriber in the sub-subscriber list. 

(2) Closure of sub-subscriber: click "Closure" at the top right of the sub-subscriber details. 

 

(3) There are three types of information lists on the sub-subscriber details page: Subscriber 

information, Activate application, Functional configuration, and Sub-subscriber management. 

On the Subscriber information page, you can view the basic information related to the sub-

subscriber and the information related to the super administrator (superuser account) of the 

sub-subscriber. 

On the Activate application page, the operator can activate the use permission of the FT 

platform for the subscriber. 

 

On the Functional configuration page, the operator can set parameters and languages for the 

subscriber. 
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5. Closure sub-subscriber 

You can change the sub-subscriber status to Closure, and click the lock button  on the right 

side to delete it. 

6. Manage sub-subscriber 

You can click "Edit" to open a sub-subscriber, provide more authorization for a sub-

subscriber, and conduct management. 

 

2.6 Operation and maintenance 
We set up a channel for the direct access of the maintenance platform in FT Manager. You 

can directly enter the maintenance platform interface by clicking "Maintenance platform". 

Through the maintenance platform, you can remotely update and upgrade your fleet in 

batches, which provides convenient and rapid data operation and maintenance for your fleet. 

When you click "Maintenance platform", a new window of maintenance platform will be 

popped up. The menus of three modules of the maintenance platform are on the left side: 

Maintenance operation, Upload file, and Fault state. The home page of the maintenance 

platform is on the left side, which contains upgrade issuing status, configuration issuing status, 

and failure statistics status. You can skip to the three main sub-module interfaces of the 

platform by clicking "More". 

 

2.6.1 Operation 

In this module, you can remotely upgrade and update the fleet. It enables clear and visible 

management of vehicle devices according to a unified standard. 
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This module has three modules, including Remote upgrade, Issue parameter file, and File 

management. 

 

1.Remote upgrade 

For an existing upgrade task, you can search in the search box on the right side and view the 

details. 

 

Create task: Click the icon  to create a new task, and conduct the new task of upgrade in 

batches. 
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In the window of creating a task, you can search by filtering the fleets and device models. 

You will see the filtering box below after clicking the filtering button . You can reset 

the filtering condition by clicking the reset button .  

Scheduled download: You can select the real-time task or the scheduled task on the right 

side of the create task window. The scheduled task enables the selection of time period and 

qualification of network status. 

 

Note: The real-time download does not limit the current network status; that is, the updated 

file will be downloaded in the current network state once the task is issued. 

The real-time download does not support offline download for the time being; therefore, the 

files will be downloaded after the vehicle is online when a real-time download task is issued. 
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Select file to upgrade: You can start the upgrade task required for the upgrade by clicking 

"Create". 

 

2.Issue parameter file 

Search task name to view: For an issued task, you can search in the search box on the right 

side and view the details. 

 

Click the delete button  in the task list to delete the task, and click the details button 

 to view the task issue status. 

 

If the task fails, click the red part to view the specific failure cause and the analysis of failure 

links. 
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Create task: Click the icon  to create a new task, and conduct the task of new parameter 

configuration issue in batches. 

 

In the window of creating a task, you can search by filtering the fleets and device models. 

You will see the filtering box below after clicking the filtering button .You can reset 

the filtering condition by clicking the reset button . 

Select file to upgrade: You can start the upgrade task required for the upgrade by clicking 

"Create". 

Common parameter configuration: You can modify the parameters of an individual vehicle 

by clicking "Common parameter configuration". 

 

In the pop-up vehicle list, only the online vehicles can be selected for modification of 

parameter configuration. You can click the list to enter the page of MDVR parameter 

configuration. When the parameters are modified and save (each data page has a saving 

button), the parameter configuration of an individual vehicle is completed. 
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Note: The common parameter configuration is for modifying the parameters of an individual 

vehicle. If such modification requires issuing in batches, you should upload the configuration 

file of the vehicle in Upload file - Device file after the parameter is modified, and download it 

to a local directory after successful uploading. Then, you should upload the downloaded local 

file to the folder in Maintenance operation - File management to form a new configuration 

parameter file in the system. After issuing the returned parameter files in batches, you can 

select newly uploaded configuration parameter files. 

3.File management 

All the system files and data of the Maintenance platform are contained in the File 

management module that enables such functions as deletion, remarks modification, and file 

addition, so as to realize the process of local file uploading - file management transfer - file 

issuing. 

 

2.6.2 Upload file 

When data is required for troubleshooting or a new configuration file, you can upload and 

download configuration files and upload, download, and print logs through the Upload file 

module. 

This module contains two sub-modules: Print log and Device file. 
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1.Print log 

Search log to view: For an existing log, you can search in the search box on the right side 

and view the details. 

 

Create log: Click the icon  to create a new task, and conduct the new task of log print. 

 

2.Device file 

Search device file to view: For an existing device file, you can search in the search box on 

the right side and view the details. 
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The successfully uploaded files can be downloaded or duplicated by link, and the failed files 

can be uploaded again. You can check the failure causes by clicking the red button.  

Create file: Click the icon  to create a new file, and conduct the new task of file uploading. 

The files to be uploaded can be operation files, alarm logs, black box files, and parameter 

configuration files.  

 

 

2.7 FT Vision 
We set up a channel for the direct access of the FT Vision in FT Manager, and you can enter 

FT Vision by clicking it. Refer to the FT Vision User Manual for operation details. 



 


